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This publication describes the outcomes of a research collaboration 
between the Nokia Design Research and Foresight Team and the 
Royal College of Art Helen Hamlyn Centre, London, looking into the 
communication needs of an ageing population and the internet-based 
services that could help to meet them. 

The study has helped us to think afresh about older people and 
communication by focusing on key transition points in their lives.  
A common misconception about old age is that life transitions are generally 
smooth and well-planned in contrast to the abrupt changes of the younger 
years. However the ‘situational’ user research at the heart of this project 
demonstrates that disruption, displacement and dependency – more typically 
associated with younger people – are also features of later life, requiring new 
service design models to address the emotional and psychological needs of 
older people. 

The Transitions study has identified three common transitions in 
later life – moving house, retirement and sudden dependency through ill 
health – and designed a series of six design scenarios that respond to the 
communication needs associated with each. The three key transition events 
are examined from both an expected and a sudden user perspective. 

Collectively, these design proposals respond to the growth of ageing 
populations across Europe as well as Nokia’s future strategy of concentrating 
on internet services. Transitions builds on a programme of visits by the RCA 
Helen Hamlyn Centre team to Nokia in Finland to share methodologies 
in inclusive design practice and work with extreme users; and as a study it 
demonstrates how a Design for All focus can be a catalyst for innovation, 
challenging stereotypes on how people manage the later stages of life.

 
Janne Kettula, Head of University Collaboration, Nokia Design 

Foreword
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Introduction
Communicating is a basic human right. There are endless ways of 

doing it. We can communicate a feeling on the most subtle level with a 
simple look or smile, or express a thought verbally if necessary. 

These acts of communication are physical, but what are the more 
emotional aspects of communication? What motivates us to communicate 
and with whom do we need to communicate? The Transitions project began 
by surveying these topics, and through user research, identified areas for 
design intervention. 

The ageing population is rapidly increasing. By the year 2020 at least 
half the adult population in the pre-enlargement European Union will be 
over the age of 50. Inclusive design has traditionally played a significant 
part in allowing older people to be independent in their everyday lives. 
However, much inclusive design research has focused on the physical 
impairments associated with ageing such as reduced vision or hearing and 
their ergonomic implications for designed products. The Transitions project 
research examined the ‘situational’ aspects of ageing, specifically those due to 
displacement or disruption caused by retiring, moving house, or becoming 
suddenly dependent. It focused on user need in these times of transition, 
specifically on psychological and emotional aspects.

It was found that although transition periods are typically associated 
with teenagers and younger people generally, they are certainly not exclusive 
to them. The Transitions research used a people-centered design process 
to better understand needs, gain insights and observe communication gaps 
in older people’s lifestyles. These then provided inspiration for scenario 
development and conceptual design work. The design outcomes of the 
project are six internet-based services addressing social, informational and 
learning networks, each utilising a common contacts database.
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Context
The project was initiated to explore the future of accessible mobile 

communication in a Design for All context. Initial thinking and general 
research was carried out to survey communication in its broadest sense.

Following this initial research phase, a demographic of users was 
chosen for the next stage of the project based on the requirements and 
strengths of the research partners. Nokia Design Research and Foresight 
Team is interested in inclusive design and accessibility issues. The RCA 
Helen Hamlyn Centre is adept at identifying marginalised users and 
extracting design insights from their experiences. 

This project focused on a user group of older people, defining 
the marginalised or ‘extreme’ user to be someone who is experiencing 
impairments as part of the natural ageing process. These impairments were 
separated into physical, cognitive and situational categories.

Much inclusive design research has already been done looking at 
physical impairments, so the research focused on the cognitive and situational 
impairments of ageing and their impact on communication. Cognitive 
impairments can consist of challenges in intellectual functioning, a reduced 
ability to communicate, and psychological factors like apprehension  
or anxiety. Situational impairments are interpreted as personal displacement 
or life disruption.

In an effort to better understand communication modes and 
motivations in older people’s lifestyles and to try to identify instances of 
cognitive or situational impairment, two older people were interviewed 
and observed in their home environment. To better understand the needs of 
extremely dependent people, a care home was also visited. Following these 
preliminary visits, a research probe was created and completed with a group 
of seven older people. 

The rapidly 
increasing older 
population is 
remaining active 
well beyond 
retirement.

Apprehension or 
anxiety

Ability to 
communicate

Intellectual 
functionning

Displacement or 
disruption
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User Research
Sarah (name changed for anonymity) is in her early 60s, retired, and 

very active in her local University of the Third Age (U3A) education group. 
She has family abroad and minds a shop part-time in London. Spending time 
with her aided a deep understanding of the types of personal communication 
she has with friends and family as well as her thoughts and opinions on 
technology. At one point, upon discovering her car had been towed, there 
was an intense communication effort in trying to retrieve it. This provided 
valuable insight on communicating through a disruptive event. 

Valerie is an activities coordinator at a care home, where most of 
the residents have some stage of dementia. Although this type of cognitive 
impairment made it difficult to communicate directly with the residents, 
speaking to her and observing the daily activities of the home illustrated how 
communication between carers or friends and relatives of the residents is 
important at this level of dependency.

A research probe was created to investigate key questions: How is 
communication embedded into the lifestyles of older people? What are the 
instances of situational impairments (displacement from or disruption to their 
lifestyles)? What are the emotional needs of people during these instances? 

The research probe brought together a group of older people to 
go through a set of activities which acted as a discussion generator for 
experiences in the following five lifestyle categories: travel and mobility, 
health, leisure, education and social activities. 

Users were asked to first sketch themselves and record their aspirations. 
Further activities included writing out a typical week’s schedule, drawing 
a map of their flat and indicating organisational space, notating how often 
they communicated with their contacts and answering questions about 
technology, mobility and independence. Additionally, they were asked to 
show three objects that they considered to be invaluable to them that they 
had brought along to the meeting. 

(Above) User research 
included individual,  
in situ interviews as well  
as a focus group.
(Below) People were asked  
to draw themselves as part  
of the research.
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These modes of transition can affect the way people deal with the 
event, and therefore were taken into account in the next stages of the project.

In total, 13 older people in London, aged 62 to 83, comprised the user 
research group for the project. Each offered their own personal experiences 
about their life, which supplied a wealth of knowledge from which to draw 
insights. Six character personas were developed and subsequently explored 
through scenario drawing to identify opportunities for design intervention. 

Insights
In reviewing the probe material and analysing the discussions with the 

group members that followed, two notable conclusions were drawn. Firstly, 
situational impairments occur during times of transition in an older person’s 
life. Three key transition periods emerged from the discussions and material: 
retiring, moving out of the family house, and becoming dependent. The 
second conclusion dealt with emotional need, specifically that older people 
find mobility, access and independence to be invaluable. 

The subsequent research therefore focused on user experience during 
the three identified transition periods. Several additional users were chosen to 
be interviewed specifically about their experiences during these transitions. 
Interviews with a psychologist contributed valuable knowledge about the 
physiology of the brain in the ageing process and how it contributes to the 
emotional needs of the person. 

Poignant quotes and discussion points were noted, grouped and 
visualised. The research material provided a vast amount of information 
when examined again with a focus on emotional mobility, access and 
independence. Events surrounding the logistics of retiring, moving house, 
and becoming suddenly dependent were explored through diagram. 

It was noted that transition events can transpire in varying ways. 
Retirement can be expected and thus planned for. Alternatively it  
can be unexpected, due to illness or being made redundant, leading  
to an early retirement. 

TRansITIon modes

unexpected

expected
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Personas

“How do we make new friends and meet people in our new place?”
Daniel and his wife planned to move closer to their children to retire. 

They are active travellers and culture vultures, so would like to be close to a 
big city. Meeting people is a key part of integrating into a new environment. 
How can Daniel form networks in his new place? 

“I want my independence and dignity back.”
Julie was an independent and active grandmother. Six months ago 

she had a stroke and lost movement in her legs. She’s had to rely on others 
– family and friends, and carers – for support. Asking for help was a big 
change to which she had to adapt, and it was often difficult to stay positive. 
Luckily she had friends and family close by who visit routinely. What would 
allow her to feel more independent and regain her dignity?

“How will I manage without her?”
Colin is losing his wife to cancer. He often feels overwhelmed in his 

position of carer. He takes it upon himself to cope with grace and positivity, 
but often wonders how he’ll manage without her and who he’ll be able to 
turn to for support and advice or contact in an emergency.

These design opportunities led to the generation of service design 
concepts from which Nokia Transitions emerged. 

“I’m looking forward to being a grandma. Life is a holiday!”
Ruth has a large family that live all over the world. She is an active and 

organised woman who takes a great deal of pride in her many grandchildren. 
In her retirement, she’s looking forward to being able to spend more time on 
her family. Communicating with her children and grandchildren is important 
to her. How can Ruth build strong relationships with her grandchildren and 
family even though they live far away? 

“Now that I’m retiring, what will I do with my time?”
Michael will be retiring in a few months, though hasn’t thought about 

it much until recently, as he really enjoyed his work, was happy there and 
kept himself quite busy with it. He has become anxious about leaving work 
and how he’ll spend his time. In retirement, what opportunities are there for 
Michael to contribute knowledge and experience and to feel empowered? 

“I didn’t really want to move here. I need to make it feel like my home.”
May moved from her family house to a retirement block of flats 

because her husband’s health was deteriorating. Although she knew it was for 
the best, it was still difficult to leave all of her memories and old friends. May 
wants to feel more comfortable in her new surroundings. How can she access 
and share memories and get to know the people around her?

Ruth Michael May Daniel Julie Colin

Retirement moving dependency
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nokia Transitions
Nokia Transitions is the name of a set of six internet-based services, 

specifically intended to support the emotional and psychological aspirations 
of older people in the transition periods of retirement, moving house,  
and dependency. 

These services address not only key transition periods, but also  
the varying scales of communication between people i.e. communication 
between family and friends on a small scale and communication with the 
city on a large scale. 

At the heart of the proposed system is an online contacts database 
that enables individuals to input personal contacts and subscribe to 
relevant interests. The interface is organised as a series of support circles 
corresponding to the varying scales of communication.

Two service concepts were explored for each transition event, 
examining a range of communication scales.
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The following six scenarios illustrate the service concepts designed for 
Nokia Transitions. 

For retirees, Family Vault is an online ‘scrapbook’ allowing the richness 
of family memorabilia to be shared across the generations while Link 
facilitates pairing of the newly retired with entrepreneurs in need. 

For those moving house, communication services called Post and 
Postcode enable people to keep in touch with old friends and contacts as 
well as create ties in their new community. 

For people experiencing dependency, Reach is a one-touch service 
for family and friends to be in contact with each other during times of need, 
and Corner Shop gives access to local services from florists to taxis in order 
to maintain independence and dignity while in this state of transition.

scenarios

��
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nokia
Vault

Vault

The Vault stores voice, video, text, and other 
important family media. Users designate who 
can access different areas of the vault.

Family vault
Ruth is retiring and is looking forward to being a grandmother. With 

Family Vault she is able to interact in more ways with her grandchildren, even 
though they live far away. She reads her granddaughter a bedtime story that 
is recorded and archived in the Family Vault. Her grandson is going through 
tough teenage years, but finds it comforting to be able to leave messages that 
only grandma can hear or read. She does the same, continuing a conversation 
with him that will always be there for him to come back to. 

nokia

Family Vault g ives family members a place to 
store important media. 

Media can be uploaded to the vault via  
a computer, mobile device, or digital pen.

Media is accessed via a computer or  
mobile device.

�� ��
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Link
Michael felt slightly lost after his retirement, and wished there was a 

way to stay involved with his job, since he enjoyed what he was doing so 
much. Through Link, a service that matches retired people with specific 
knowledge and experience to younger entrepreneurs in need of mentoring 
or advice, he was able to connect with a local startup company. Local 
businesses subscribe to the service to be eligible to join in the collaboration 
by donating space or resources.

Michael was an accomplished architect when 
he retired. He is now looking for a way to stay 
involved with his interest.

Link creates citywide 
community.

Link matches together people, knowledge,  
and resources in a local area.

Young entreprenuers can access Link.

Local businesses can also access Link.

nokia

�� ��
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Daniel and his wife have just moved to a new area and are interested 
in meeting new people in their new place. Postcode is the equivalent of a 
radio broadcast and message board in a web application that allows him to 
see what’s happening in his immediate area, based on participants uploading 
activities, events, outings and interests. Today he saw that several people  
who live in his building are sharing a ride to the supermarket. He plans  
to join them.

Postcode

Daniel is curious about what’s going on in  
his new neighbourhood

Users in the local community upload 
activities, events, and interests.

Daniel can browse uploaded 
data or subscribe to specific 
interests.

Postcode encourages community cohesion 
and creates opportunities to network.

nokia

Postcode facilitates communication 
in the community.

�0 ��
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Months after she moved, May was feeling disconnected from her old 
friends. Through Post, she was able to send three self-addressed, postage-paid 
postcards to friends via the Transitions Post ainterface, asking about their 
latest adventures. The replies were uplifting and she enjoyed telling her new 
neighbours when they came round for tea.

Post

nokia

Post connects friends via 
Nokia Transitions.

Nokia sends postcards to selected friends.

Post creates a simple interface between online 
contacts and ‘snail mail’. 

�� ��
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Corner shop
Julie, in recovery from a stroke, has had to rely on her granddaughter a 

great deal for trips to the supermarket and every aspect of her mobility. She 
often finds it difficult to come to terms with relying on other people for the 
most mundane of tasks. Being able to connect with the outside world on 
her own is important to her sense of self and dignity. Through Corner Shop 
Julie is now able to have flowers delivered to her granddaughter to show her 
appreciation to her.

Julie wishes to send her 
granddaughter flowers.

Corner shop connects users to their city  
via Nokia Transitions.

One-touch contacts Nokia to send out  
a request for a florist.

Several citywide florists have previously 
subscribed to Nokia Corner Shop within 
Nokia Transitions.

nokia

One of the florists is patched back to Julie, 
who orders flowers, paying with her mobile 
account.

��
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Colin is losing his wife to cancer. He has been using Reach to build  
a primary circle of contacts among family and friends for support in this 
period of emotional dependency. In the future, with one touch, he’ll be able 
to send out a ‘ping’ to these contacts, letting them know that he could use 
some support, whether on a subtle level – perhaps a friendly ear or a visit 
from relatives – or in case of an emergency.

Reach

Selected family and friends are entered into  
a primary circle of support.

One-touch will contact the 
people in this primary circle.

Colin’s friend phones him.Colin’s brother comes to visit.

They are able to take action, and keep in 
touch with each other to ensure Colin’s needs 
are being met.

�� ��

Colin needs support.
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sCenaRIos anaLysIs

Corner shopLink ReachFamily vault PostcodePost

Transition

mode

motivators

description

Consumer  
benefit

nokia  
benefit

Retirement 

Expected 

Desire for enhanced 
communication 
within family

Online ‘scrapbook’ 
provides a place to 
archive video, voice, 
pictures, and text.  
Access can be set for 
different people

Ability to share family 
media all in one location 
from one interface

Enhanced family-wide 
usage. Opportunity  
for future, family- 
based services

Retirement 

Unexpected

Opportunity to 
contribute

An internet platform 
that matches together 
people, knowledge, and 
resources in a local area

Efficient use of 
resources. Older 
people can continue 
to contribute their 
knowledge or expertise

Increased brand 
awareness through  
social networking  
and philanthopy

Moving house

Unexpected

Desire to reconnect with 
a familiar environment 

Physical postcards 
‘ordered’ through a  
web portal and sent  
to selected people  
or groups

Analogue mail service 
interfacing with a  
digital service

Reaching potential 
subscribers indirectly

Moving house

Expected 

Desire to integrate into 
new environment

Users see updates 
of events in their 
immediate area and  
can subscribe to topics 
of interest

Encourages micro-
community cohesion 
and creates opportunities 
to network

Entices potential 
subscribers to the 
service. Provides market 
research for potential 
future services

Dependency

Unexpected

Able to show 
appreciation, have 
independent access

Local subscribed 
businesses are accessed 
by one-touch from a 
mobile device. Return 
call to user

Connection to  
local services via  
simple interface.  
Local businesses gain  
customer loyalty

Forging partnerships 
with local businesses

Dependency

Expected

Preparation and coping

One-touch interface 
from a mobile device 
will contact primary 
circle of care, selected 
by user

Accessing support  
when needed

Positive brand 
perception. ‘Emotional’ 
service design benefits 
company image
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Nokia is the world leader in mobility, focused on driving the 
transformation and growth of the converging internet and communications 
industries, whilst striving to enhance communication and explore new  
ways to exchange information. Nokia’s vision is a world where everyone  
can be connected. 

www.nokia.com

The Royal College of Art Helen Hamlyn Centre works to advance a 
people-centred approach to design and innovation through practical research, 
projects with industry, events, exhibitions and publications. The Centre has 
jointly commissioned this research project with the Nokia Design Research 
and Foresight Team in Espoo, Finland. 

www.hhc.rca.ac.uk

Stephanie Chen began her career as an aspiring astronaut, having 
completed a BS in Aeronautics & Astronautics at MIT in 2000.  Working 
in the aerospace industry, she designed and built experiments for the 
International Space Station.  Interested in applying her engineering 
background to socially relevant endeavours, Stephanie went on to study 
Industrial Design Engineering at the Royal College of Art, graduating 
in 2007 with an MA.  Her work now focuses on human-centred design 
research in the areas of medical products, communication, and sustainability.

Conclusions & Implications
The Transitions study revealed just how much older people prize their 

independence and mobility – and how that can be hindered by disconnects 
in communication. When people downsize from a family house to a smaller 
dwelling, retire from full-time work or become dependent following a stroke 
or fall, these are the ‘tipping points’ that require exceptional communication 
support, whether such events are expected or unforeseen. An opportunity 
was identified for Nokia to respond to such needs through a set of 
hypothetical internet services branded Nokia Transitions.

It was observed that people communicate at varying scales and 
between many contacts. The different types of interactions between users 
and those around them that the Nokia Transitions concept is based on, 
provide a rich area for potential internet service concepts and applications. 
Furthermore, storing a personal database of contact circles online allows new 
communication services to be accessed and utilised quickly and seamlessly.

The emotional needs of older people were distilled to be access, 
independence and mobility. Translating these into communication design 
elements involved providing a hierarchy of contacts and ways of connecting 
with them, facilitating coping methods and ways to manage oneself, and 
finally keeping important personal items such as memories available.

The Transitions project outcomes respond to the growth of ageing 
populations across Europe as well as Nokia’s future strategy of concentrating 
on internet services. They demonstrate that a Design for All focus can be  
a catalyst for innovation, suggesting new thinking as to how people can 
manage the later stages of life.

Finally, it is noted that although the research focused on an older 
population, many other transition periods throughout life would also provide 
fertile ground for possible communications service provision. The ‘unknown’ 
tends to bring about mitigation of the fear caused by it, normally done via 
communication with first points of contact such as friends and relatives.  
The research completed for Nokia Transitions can potentially be applied 
beyond an ageing population to anyone experiencing change and transition 
in their lives.

Research Partners

Research associate
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